
ELVERUM DEN 29. AUGUST 2020

We drove to Elverum to buy various ingredients for Thai
food. We shopped at Hedmark Asia Mat.

Afterwards we drove to the Norwegian Forest Museum.
This is at the entrance.

The Forest Museum has exhibitions in connection with
the outfield activities as hunting, trapping, fishing,

forestry and forest industry.

Decorate outside the entrance.

Deer outside the entrance. Bear outside the entrance.

https://skogmus.no/en
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Elverum


Inside we see a moose family at a good speed. These figures look quite starving.

Pictures from timber floating.
Since timber floating was dependent on large amounts of water, it has, with few exceptions, been carried out in
connection with the spring flood. In tributaries and other places with little water flow, flash dams were built to
collect the water so that one could better control the timber transport down the watercourse or timber channel.

Already before 1350, timber floating was conducted in the Drammen river drainage system. In 2006, all commercial
timber floating in Norway came to an end.

Forest planting. A Little Gray Fergie (Ferguson TE20) with belts was
used in the forest.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Log_driving


The timber was used for boat building. To the left front part of a boat keel. To the right model of a Viking ship.

Small birch trunks were most often used for firewood.
Here's a sawhorse.

The saw hangs next to the sawhorse.

After sawing suitable logs, they had to be chopped up to
a suitable size to be placed in the oven.

Example of oven.



Wood can be used to make utensils and ornaments.

Various skies.

 
Preparation for tar burning.

The lumberjack was central to the forestry work.



Newspapers are also made from wood pulp. At that time, the paperboy was important for the
distribution.

The wood also becomes books. Machinery.

A printing press. There are also many examples of animals living in the
forest. Here's a bear.



An ant made of wood. An ant colony with window.

Reindeer. Hare, lynx, deer and fox.

Sea eagle.

Moose and elkhound.



Various animals. Golden eagle.

Lynx. Then we were outside again.

The museum has a large outdoor area. On the way home again we drove past the deer farm on
Grinder, Sæta Gård. This day a large flock was grazing.

http://www.setahjort.no/#


Almost home. Kongsvinger Fortress straight ahead. The fortress.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kongsvinger_Fortress

